SPONSOR A FINANCIAL
DATA SCIENCE COMPETITION

INCREASE YOUR
BRAND EXPOSURE

DRIVE OPEN
INNOVATION

ACCELERATE YOUR
TIME TO MARKET

ATTRACT
AND RECRUIT

BE SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE

Boost the brand
awareness of
your company to the
data scientist
community

Source valuable
solutions for your
business needs
from our community
of data scientists

Get access to a tailored
made investment
strategy, ready to be
implemented and
reduce your total cost
of ownership

Find top talents with
customized
competitions and
visibility to
participants’
performance.

Provide an equal
chance to everyone to
showcase their
abilities

WHY CHOOSE US
16%

39%

Alphien is a collaborative financial research ecosystem. Its online
platform allows thousands of scientists to compete and find data
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science implementable solutions for sponsors.

Data Scientists
(as of 1 Dec 2020)

Alphien is the reliable bridge between the financial industry and
45%

independent data scientists.
Alphien cloud-based platform has enabled the largest global open
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competitions resulting in investable indices.

200,000

1,500

price series

analytics

SUBMIT SPECIFICATIONS
Define the specifications
of your competition

GET YOUR STRATEGY
You are free to select
strategies to be licensed and
receive investment signals
electronically

HOW
IT WORKS

ALPHIEN PREPARES
FOR THE LAUNCH
We create a dedicated
environment with relevant
data and tutorials

PAPER REPLICATION

COMPETITION GOES LIVE!

You get full transparency
on backtest, vetting
and paper trading results

Participants start constructing
strategies. You can monitor the
entire progress of the competition

CONTACT
96 Robinson Road #14-01
SIF Building Singapore 068899
+65 6220 9014
Disclaimer Alphien website at www.alphien.com, presentations and pamphlets (collectively “Alphien Materials”) do not constitute investment advice or counsel or solicitation for investment of any
product or fund. Alphien expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) the use of Alphien
Materials, (ii) reliance on any information contained herein, (iii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information. This information is not intended to be published or made available to any person
in any jurisdiction where doing so would contravene any applicable laws or regulations.

